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"Supplier of the Year" in the FCA North America Annual Supplier Conference and
Awards 2020
We’re so proud to announce we were named FCA Supplier of the Year in the category of “Foundational Principles-Long term Mindset” during
the virtual 2020 North America Annual Supplier Conference and Awards program held on Oct. 23, 2020. The FCA Supplier of the Year awards
recognizes companies that have shown exceptional commitment to FCA, providing innovative and quality products and services.

This is a result of the great effort and collaboration from both our team and the FCA, with whom we gladly have been partnered over 50 years
ago, and we look forward to continuing to strengthen our relationship.

“This award represents a public recognition by our customer FCA for the commitment and collaboration
the Metalsa team has done during the last years. Its achievement is a reason to celebrate due to the values
and outcome embedded in the effort; with a customer in need of solutions, Metalsa striving to live up to its
philosophy and the collaboration of many areas to overcome significant challenges, customer satisfaction
was achieved, along with a long term mindset and mutual success. It is an honor to receive the award and in
the name of the entire Metalsa family we really appreciate and value the partnership and trust” said Ciro
Valdés, our President for the Light Vehicles Strategic Business Unit.

If you want to know more about the awards go to: PR FCA
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